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R&B Sensation Bobby V to appear at The Hype Magazine Meet and Greet Feb 4,
2014
R&B superstar Bobby V will appear

Atlanta, 11.01.2014, 08:25 Time

USPA NEWS - The Hype Magazine and Up Top Consulting present the "Meet and Greet" with R&B sensation Bobby V, Feb 4, 2014
a the Harlem Nights Ultra Lounge in Atlanta Georgia. Also appearing will be Hip Hop legend TELA, Badboy's own Artist/Producer
Miltickit and Tocarra Hamilton along with Nancy Denise (BGC)

The Hype Magazine, announced today their "Meet and Greet" series kickoff in Atlanta, GA February 4, 2014, at Harlem Nights Ultra
Lounge featuring 2x Georgia Music Awards nominee/recording artist Tocarra Hamilton, Bad Boy's own Grammy Award winning
artist/producer Miltickit, Rising Rap Star K Camp, Legendary Rapper Tela and the R&B sensation Bobby V. This meet and greet will
combine the official birthday party for the platinum recording artist, and the unveiling of The Hype Magazine's March cover, which
Bobby V will grace. The superstar recently released a new EP entitled "Peach Moon,"“¦partygoers may get a surprise performance
that evening!

R&B superstar Bobby V's newest musical endeavor is best described with three words: Vibes, Moods, and Moments. "Peach Moon"
combines the vibes of a Motown inspired jam session, the unpredictable moods of love and the defining moments that shape our
everyday lives. Backed by a full band and showcasing his love for playing the piano, "Peach Moon" sets the stage for Bobby's most
honest and most inspired project to date."I'm not chasing trends with this EP or trying to emulate what's on the radio. This project is all
about a feeling, a vibe."

The Hype Magazine, founded in 2002 by Jameelah "Just Jay" Wilkerson, is steadily growing as a brand and respected entertainment
media outlet, covering news from Hip-Hop to Hollywood. Boasting nearly 300,000 digital subscribers and 2 million unique visitors per
month to its online properties, print distribution became one of the demands of The Hype Magazine readers and fans.

“The 11-year mark is significant because we have history. The magazine has gone through changes and we have made it through the
first 10 years. This is the time where you start to build respect amongst your peers and doors start to open, which they have,“� says
The Hype Magazine CEO and Publisher, Jameelah "Just Jay" Wilkerson.

About Up Top Consulting Group

A native Atlantian, Angela Nash began her career early on in the music industry at the age of 18 as an assistant to the historical first
black radio personality and ground-breaker for music conferences, Jack “The Rapper“� Gibson. Her work in planning and organizing
grand scale conferences and events continued when she began working for JR Dino of Million Dollar Record Pool & Entertainment
Company where she was conference organizer for twelve years.

UTE's client list includes; Music Mogul Antonio LA Reid´s Family-former wife, Perri “Pebbles" Reid, sons Antonio, Jr. & Aaron and
Daughter Ashley; World Known DJ Aaries, Super Star Rapper Rick Ross, Rapper Ca$h Out, and Recording Artist, Singer/Songwriter
Tocarra Hamilton. 

Angela holds a Bachelor´s degree from GA State Univ. in Business Management and Certifications in Bookkeeping and Paralegal.
With a true enjoyment for helping others and love for music, Angela has a concrete foundation for Up Top´s future. 

About The Hype Magazine

After 11 years as the #1 digital magazine in the world, The Hype Magazine added print distribution to newsstands nationwide in
November 2013. The Hype Magazine's ever growing readership relies on the outlet to provide trending, in-depth coverage of the
entertainment industry, bringing them "News from Hip Hop to Hollywood" with uncompromising journalistic integrity.



Their debut print issue covered by Atlantic recording artist K. Michelle, exposed the outlet to an overwhelmingly receptive audience
nationwide. The Hype Magazine is available on Newsstands in select 7-11, K-Mart, Target, Barnes and Noble, Marsh and other select
retailers.  It is also available via all online platforms like Apple, Kindle, Google Play...
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